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Q uality contracting is critical and challenging due to the many unique issues related to quality. In this study, we
analyze the first-mover right in quality contracting by considering two different strategies for the buyer: the qual-

ity requirement strategy (QR) where buyer moves first by posting quality requirement to suppliers and quality promise
strategy (QP) where buyer voluntarily gives up the first-mover right to suppliers to ask them to promise quality. We
study which strategy (1) better encourages suppliers’ quality improvement efforts and (2) leads to a higher expected profit
for the buyer. To analyze the drivers behind the buyer’s choice between QR and QP, we start with the basic model where
buyer faces only one supplier who has the opportunity to make quality improvements. We then gradually add other busi-
ness features such as information asymmetry and supplier competition, analyzing how each feature adds/changes the
driving forces and how they interact in the buyer’s decision between QR and QP. We consider both the case where the
wholesale price is fixed (when the buyer has the power to dictate price or price is set by the market) and the case where
the wholesale price is included as a variable (when price is part of the negotiation). We find that QP always leads to the
first-best quality efforts from the supplier(s) while QR limits their efforts. However, this does not guarantee higher
expected profit for the buyer under QP. We provide insightful guidelines in buyer’s choice between QP and QR. This
research enriches the limited literature on quality contracting with quality improvement opportunity and asymmetric
information.
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1. Introduction

With the global economy, there is great sensitivity to
product quality as quality issues permeate media
reports. Companies look for effective strategies in
quality contracting since their reputation is signifi-
cantly affected by the quality of goods and services
provided by their suppliers.
In quality contracting, one prevalent strategy a

buyer uses is to provide quality requirements to
potential suppliers and select a supplier based on
their reactions to these quality requirements. With this
strategy, buyer moves first in quality contracting and
her suppliers respond accordingly. We call this qual-
ity requirement strategy (QR). QR is commonly used
in practice. For example, IBM uses a Product Quality
Addendum, which includes expected Shipped Prod-
uct Quality Level (SPQL) and reliability requirements.
However, is QR always the best strategy for the buyer,

especially when suppliers have better information
and also usually have the ability to exert efforts to
improve quality? An alternative strategy is for the
buyer to solicit quality promises from potential sup-
pliers, based on which the buyer selects her supplier
with a quality contract as well. With this strategy,
buyer gives up her first-mover right to allow suppliers
to assume a more proactive role and she will respond
accordingly. We call this quality promise strategy
(QP). For example, a big electronics company out-
sourcing in Taiwan (name concealed for confidential-
ity) contacts suppliers with fixed price and requests
for quality promises to decide which supplier to con-
tract with. The focus of this study is to compare these
two strategies—QR and QP—and investigate which
strategy may induce more quality improvement
efforts and be more profitable for the buyer.
In dealing with quality contracting, a few unique

aspects related to quality complicate the decisions.
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First, although suppliers may be responsible for qual-
ity problems, buyer usually bears the penalty cost and
the potentially long-term negative effect of them. For
example, a brand manufacturer (buyer) who out-
sources product or parts of the product to a supplier
suffers from bad quality of its supplier. Hence, it is
critical to establish quality penalty cost sharing plan
in quality contracting. Under QR, this means the
buyer requires a proportion of the quality-related pen-
alty cost shared by the supplier, whereas under QP,
the suppliers may be asked to promise such propor-
tion. Obviously, a supplier’s willingness to take a
higher proportion of such penalty cost is often a sig-
nal of higher quality. Quality-related penalty cost
sharing is also considered in previous literature. In
Zhu et al. (2007), quality-related penalty cost sharing
plan (proportion) was considered as a contract
parameter between buyer and supplier and quality
improvement performances were compared under
different setups of this parameter.
The second unique issue of quality contracting is

the potential of quality improvement conducted by
the suppliers (and sometimes by the buyer as well to
encourage more improvement in quality, for example,
Chrysler, Motorola, Intel, TTI). As a result, buyer
must consider these opportunities in her quality con-
tracting decision since (1) suppliers may use these
improvements to increase their competition leverage
and (2) buyer may use different quality contracting
strategies and penalty cost sharing plans to induce
more quality improvement. To include this important
aspect in the study, we consider quality improvement
as part of the suppliers’ decisions under either strat-
egy. Specifically, under QR, when buyer sets quality
requirement (the proportion of quality penalty cost
the supplier shares), a supplier may respond by
whether to accept the offer and if yes, how much (if
any) quality improvement to commit. Under QP,
potential suppliers promise the quality penalty cost
sharing plan as well as their quality improvement
plan. In addition, while we focus on the case where
only suppliers improve quality, we also analyze and
briefly discuss the case where only buyer may
improve quality and the case where both supplier
and buyer may exert quality improvement efforts
under either strategy (it remains their individual deci-
sions regarding whether they choose to improve qual-
ity or not).
Finally, the third complicating factor is the possible

information asymmetry between a buyer and the
suppliers regarding the suppliers’ cost in quality
improvement. Specifically, a supplier’s quality
improvement cost is usually his private information,
although buyer and other suppliers may have some
estimation of it. As we will show, in a decentralized
system, buyer’s and suppliers’ decisions are closely

related to suppliers’ quality improvement cost.
Hence, under asymmetric information, buyer will try
to infer the suppliers’ quality improvement cost from
their actions before making decisions.
When there is asymmetric information in the sup-

ply chain, the less informed party may try to provide
incentives for the more informed party to reveal his
private information, that is, screening, or the more
informed party may want to reveal his information to
gain cooperation from the less informed, that is, sig-
naling (Cakanyildirim et al. 2012, Chen 2003, Riley
2001). The challenge is that before the buyer chooses
between the two strategies (QP and QR), she needs to
find out how she tackles asymmetric information to
make a better decision under these two strategies. It is
interesting to see that while QP corresponds to a sig-
naling game, QR corresponds to a screening game.
We characterize the equilibrium solutions under
either strategy before comparing them from the
buyer’s perspective in her choice between QP and
QR.
To study the unique issues discussed above and

find the key drivers of the buyer’s choice between QR
and QP in terms of her expected profit, we study the
quality-contracting context where buyer designs the
product and the contracted supplier produces
the product for the buyer. Quality is defined as the
supplier’s conforming rate, that is, the proportion of
units that satisfy product specifications, the most
widely used quality measure. Given the many pro-
duction uncertainties, conforming rate is a random
variable. Hence, quality is defined as the average con-
forming rate, which supplier can exert efforts to
improve with a cost. A higher quality level corre-
sponds to a lower expected penalty cost, shared by
the buyer and the supplier according to the penalty
cost sharing proportion. This proportion, also called
as the penalty sharing plan, is required by the buyer
under QR and promised by the supplier(s) under QP.
We start with the basic model where there is one
buyer and one supplier who has the ability to make
quality improvement. Buyer decides whether and
how to contract with this supplier. We then gradually
add in other business features, that is, asymmetric
information on suppliers’ quality improvement effort
cost and supplier competition, each of which either
adds or changes the driving forces of the buyer’s
choice between QP and QR. We also look at the com-
bined effects of these factors. We also consider both
the case where the wholesale price is fixed (when the
buyer has the power to dictate prices or price is set by
the market) and the case where wholesale price is
included as a variable (when price is also part of the
negotiation). We analyze how adding wholesale price
as a variable affects QR and QP and the comparison
of them.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we briefly review the related literature. In sec-
tion 3, we introduce the basic model with single
supplier, who can make quality efforts. At the end of
this section, we briefly discuss the case when both the
supplier and the buyer can make quality efforts. In
section 4, we add information asymmetry to the basic
model. In section 5, we add supplier competition to
the basic model, but without information asymmetry.
In section 6, we consider the hybrid model with both
information asymmetry and supplier competition. In
section 7, we consider the extension where wholesale
price is included as another negotiation variable
between the players. We conclude the paper in section
8 with a summary of managerial insights obtained
from the analysis.

2. Literature Review

This work is related to three areas of literature: first-
mover advantage, quality-based supplier selection,
and quality improvement. In the following, we review
the literature in these three areas.
The issue of first-mover advantage has been mainly

studied in economics and marketing literature where
the first mover is modelled as the leader in a Stackel-
berg game, for example, Gal-Or (1985), Dowrick
(1986), Choi (1991), Kerin et al. (1992), and Kopel and
L€offler (2008). However, our model and our perspec-
tive on quality and quality improvement decisions is very
different from these models that are mostly focused
on price and/or quantity decisions: (1) Not only the deci-
sions are different, but decision structure is also dif-
ferent: In our model, when the first-mover right is
switched between the supplier(s) and the buyer, the
penalty cost sharing decision (one of the main con-
tracting decisions) and the wholesale price decision
(when it is a variable) are also switched between the
players, while in the models in the economic and mar-
keting literature, players’ decisions do not switch; (2)
we also analyze the impact of information asymmetry
on the first-mover advantage, which was not consid-
ered in models in the economics and marketing litera-
ture; and (3) players’ participation constraints, which
make significant impact on their decisions are
included in our model but are not in the economic
and marketing literature. These differences lead to
significantly different results of the first-mover
advantage. Specifically, while the literature in eco-
nomics and marketing concludes that whether there
is first-mover advantage depends on the slopes of
firms’ reaction functions, we find the primary driver
of the first-mover advantage is related to who makes
quality improvement and who is more efficient in
making quality improvement (which cannot be
expressed through the slopes of firms’ reaction func-

tions). Furthermore, information asymmetry and sup-
plier competition each bring about complicated
driving forces as detailed in the paper. We believe our
analysis of the first-mover advantage in quality con-
tracting enriches the literature in first-mover advan-
tage and contributes new managerial insights on
quality contracting as well.
This study mainly considers quality-based sourc-

ing/supplier selection. Literature in this area can be
divided into two categories. The first category deals
with one supplier and one buyer, hence does not
involve quality competition. For example, Reyniers
and Tapiero (1995) study the impact of price rebates
and warranty costs on supplier’s quality choice. Lim
(2001) extends Reyniers and Tapiero (1995) by consid-
ering asymmetric quality information and the manu-
facturer’s design of inspection and warranty policies
in the contract to screen the supplier’s private quality
information. Baiman et al. (2000) study the contract-
ing based on available quality information. Atasu and
Souza (2013) study the impact of product recovery on
a firm’s product quality choice. The other category
deals with quality competition among suppliers, for
example, Tagaras and Lee (1996), Li (1992), Ha and Li
(2003), Cachon and Zhang (2006), Benjaafar et al.
(2007). Most of this literature does not consider
quality improvement and none of them deals with
first-mover advantage. Our study considers both sin-
gle-supplier and supplier-competition cases in the
presence of quality improvement and our focus is on
the first-mover advantage.
Although there has been lots of operations litera-

ture on quality, much less considers the potential of
quality improvement although it is one of the unique
features of quality issues. In the literature that does
model quality improvement, most defines quality as
non-conforming rate or defective rate, the most
widely used quality measure. One stream of this work
follows the classic paper of Porteus (1986), which spe-
cifically models the production batch process to
obtain quality (the non-conforming rate) and quality-
related costs. For example, Lee and Rosenblatt (1987),
Porteus (1990), Lee (1992), and Zhu et al. (2007) all
take this approach to study various quality issues.
Similar to this literature, we consider conforming rate
as the quality measure but use general functions for
quality improvement cost, like in Starbird (1997),
Chao et al. (2009), Dai et al. (2012), and Hsiao and
Chen (2012), in order to obtain insights of strategies
QP and QR which do not rely on specific function
forms. We do, however, provide a special case in
Appendix S1 where we follow Porteus (1986) to
obtain specific functions for conforming rate and
quality-related costs through modeling of the produc-
tion processes. This special case allows us to generate
more detailed results presentable in figure forms for
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products that can be modeled with the specific func-
tions of the production processes. Compared to the
literature that considers quality improvement (all
cited above), we study both supplier competition and
information asymmetry, which were not considered
in the literature (Chao et al. 2009 considered informa-
tion asymmetry but not supplier competition). Our
perspective of first-mover advantage in quality con-
tracting is unique.
To summarize, in this study, we investigate (1) how

the two different strategies (QR and QP) affect play-
ers’ quality improvement efforts and buyer’s profit;
(2) whether keeping the first-mover right (QR) is
always beneficial to the buyer and conditions under
which either strategy is more beneficial; and (3) the
key drivers of the buyer’s choice between QR and QP
under different business features, for example, infor-
mation asymmetry and/or supplier competition. We
believe this paper not only addresses a pertinent
question in practice, but also enriches the limited liter-
ature on quality competition with the consideration of
quality improvement and asymmetric information. Its
perspective on the first-mover advantage in quality
contracting is unique and provide important manage-
rial insights.

3. Basic Model With Single Supplier

In the basic model, we consider one buyer (she) who
places an order D at a wholesale price w from a sup-
plier (he) who then sells the products to market at
price r. Given the big pressure on low prices, we
assume w and r are fixed. This model setup is similar
to Reyniers and Tapiero (1995), Lim (2001), Benjaafar
et al. (2007), etc. In section 7, we relax w to be an addi-
tional decision variable in the contract to capture the
case when firms use both quality and wholesale price
as tools for negotiation.
Define quality as the supplier’s conforming rate,

that is, the proportion of units that satisfy product
specifications, the widely used quality measure.
Given the many production uncertainties, supplier’s
conforming rate of the produced units is a random
variable. Thus, quality q is defined as the supplier’s
average conforming rate, which can be improved by
the supplier with an associated cost. Specifically, let
the supplier’s initial quality be q0 which is common
knowledge to both parties. In attracting the buyer,
supplier may improve quality to q, with an associated
cost of CðqÞ � Cðq0Þ, where Cðq0Þ is normalized to 0.
Therefore, supplier’s cost to improve product quality
from q0 to q is C(q). We assume C(q) is convex increas-
ing in q, as commonly used in the literature, for exam-
ple, Banker et al. (1998), Benjaafar et al. (2007), and
Zhu et al. (2007). The supplier’s improved quality q
may not be observable to the buyer, but the buyer

may verify it with a fixed cost of K1, if needed. Similar
assumptions of verification and fixed verification cost
were also used in much operations literature, for
example, Wan and Beil (2009), and Nikoofal and
Gumus (2014). Assume each defective product is
found from usage and returned, which incurs a pen-
alty cost s. The expected quality penalty cost for the
demand D is given by sD(1 � q). Let k represent the
proportion of quality penalty cost the supplier shares,
specified in the contract.
To focus on quality and quality-related costs, we

omit other costs (e.g., production cost), which are con-
stant values and do not have impacts on the analytical
results. Based on the above notations, we can write
the system profit, Ψ, the supplier’s profit p, and the
buyer’s profit Π as follows,

W ¼ Dr� sDð1� qÞ � CðqÞ;
p ¼ Dw� �sDð1� qÞ � CðqÞ;
P ¼ Dðr � wÞ � ð1� �ÞsDð1� qÞ:

If buyer verifies supplier’s improved quality q,
she needs to pay the associated cost K, that is, the
buyer’s cost is then Π = D(r � w)�(1�k)sD(1�q)�
K. Since C(q) is convex increasing in q, both Ψ and
p are concave in q. We assume that buyer (sup-
plier) has a bottom-line profit (p), that is, buyer
(supplier) will participate only if she (he) obtains a
profit no lower than (p).
Next, we formally introduce the two quality con-

tracting strategies considered by the buyer:

• Under the quality requirement strategy (QR),
buyer is the first-mover. Buyer offers supplier
the quality penalty cost sharing plan, k. Then,
supplier decides whether to accept the contract
or not and if yes, he also offers his quality
improvement plan q� q0 (i.e., to what level he
will improve his quality, q ¼ q0 if he decides
not to make further improvement). Supplier
will accept the buyer’s offer if his profit is at
least his bottom-line p.

• Under the quality promise strategy (QP), buyer
gives up the first-mover right to the supplier.
Buyer invites the supplier to offer the penalty
cost sharing plan k and his quality improve-
ment plan, q, only conveying expectation of
her bottom-line profit, P. Buyer then accepts
the supplier’s offer if her profit is at least her
bottom-line P.

As will be shown, under QR, since buyer controls
supplier’s quality improvement decision by his pro-
posal of the penalty sharing proportion, k, there is no
need to verify supplier’s quality level, q. On the other
hand, under QP, buyer needs to verify supplier’s
improved quality with the fixed cost K. This is an
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advantage of QR over QP. In addition, notice that at
the time when buyer makes a requirement of k under
QR or decides whether to accept the supplier’s offer
of k under QP, the actual penalty cost has not been
realized yet. Thus, buyer makes her decisions accord-
ing to the expected penalty cost sD(1�q) which
depends on the supplier’s improved quality, q, that is,
the average conforming rate, instead of the random
conforming rate.
Next, we first analyze the first-best solution in the

centralized system, which serves as a benchmark. We
then investigate the decentralized system of the basic
model under the two different strategies (QR and QP)
and then compare them.

3.1. Centralized System
In the centralized system, there is only one decision,
the quality improvement plan, q, and the objective is
to maximize the system profit. Define q̂ as the q� q0
which solves dW

dq ¼ sD� C0ðqÞ ¼ 0; q̂ ¼ q0 if no such
solution exists. We know q̂ is well-defined since Ψ is
concave in q.

PROPOSITION 1. qc exists and is unique. Specifically,
when q0 \ q̂, supplier improves quality to qc ¼ q̂; Other-
wise, no quality improvement is necessary, that is,
qc ¼ q0.

All proofs are in the Appendix. Proposition 1
shows that quality improvement is beneficial only
when the initial quality level q0 is sufficiently low.
The optimal solution is to improve quality to a
threshold q̂ to ensure every unit of quality
improvement effort is beneficial. In addition, since
q̂ solves C0ðqÞ ¼ sD, q̂ is higher when C0ðqÞ is
lower, that is, supplier is more likely to exert qual-
ity effort and will exert more effort if he is more
efficient in quality improvement.
Denote buyer’s first-best profit as Vc ¼ Wc � p. This

is also the maximal profit buyer can possibly obtain in
a decentralized system by maximizing system profit
and pushing the supplier’s profit to his bottom-line p.

3.2. Decentralized System Under QR
In the decentralized system when buyer takes the
requirement strategy (QR), buyer first announces
the penalty cost sharing plan, k, as a tool to
induce the supplier to exert sufficient quality
effort. Then the supplier decides the quality
improvement plan, q, and accepts the buyer’s offer
only if his profit is at least his bottom-line p.
Given the buyer’s decision, k, supplier’s profit,

pRðqj�Þ; can be written as

pRðqj�Þ ¼ Dw� �sDð1� qÞ � CðqÞ:

Maximizing the supplier’s profit, we obtain the
supplier’s best response to the buyer’s offer, qR�ð�Þ.
Since buyer can use k to control supplier’s incentive
for quality improvement, she does not need to verify
supplier’s quality. Anticipating supplier’s best
response, buyer’s profit, PRð�Þ can be written as fol-
lows,

PRð�Þ ¼ Dðr � wÞ � ð1� �ÞsDð1� qR�ð�ÞÞ:
Buyer’s objective is to maximize her own profit
PRð�Þ while ensuring the supplier’s participation,
that is, buyer solves the optimal decision �R� based
on the following optimization problem:

max
�

PRð�Þ
s:t: qR�ð�Þ ¼ ArgmaxpRðqj�Þ;

pRðqR�ð�Þj�Þ� p:

ð1Þ

To avoid trivial solution, we assume
p�Dw � sDð1� qcÞ � CðqcÞ. Otherwise buyer can
simply require supplier to bear all penalty cost, that
is, k = 1.
Similar to the centralized system, define q̂Rð�Þ as

the threshold of q under QR, which solves
dpRðqj�Þ

dq ¼ �sD� C0ðqÞ ¼ 0; let q̂Rð�Þ ¼ q0 if there is
no solution. Buyer’s optimal choice of �R� is to
squeeze the supplier’s profit to his bottom-line, that
is, �R� solves pRðqR�ð�Þj�Þ ¼ p. To find the supplier’s
decision on quality improvement, it is sufficient to
look at q̂Rð�R�Þ (refer to Appendix S3 for more
details). Denote the buyer’s maximal profit under QR
as PR�, obtained under the equilibrium solution to
problem (1).

PROPOSITION 2. Under QR, q̂Rð�R�Þ� q̂ and a unique
equilibrium solution f�R�; qR�g exists. Specifically, if
q0 \ q̂Rð�R�Þ, supplier will improve the quality to qR� ¼
q̂Rð�R�Þ; Otherwise, supplier will not make any quality
improvement, that is, qR� ¼ q0. In either case, qR� � qc

and buyer will require a penalty cost sharing plan �R�

that solves pðqR�j�Þ ¼ p. In addition, PR� �Vc.

Proposition 2 indicates that in the decentralized
system under QR, similar to the centralized system,
supplier makes quality improvement only if the initial
quality q0 is sufficiently low (i.e., q0 \ q̂Rð�R�Þ). How-
ever, differently, since under QR, supplier (the second
mover), only responds to the buyer’s required penalty
cost sharing k, he only shares partial penalty cost. This
limits his incentive for quality improvement and
results in a lower optimal quality level compared to
that in the centralized system (i.e., q̂Rð�R�Þ� q̂). Thus,
supplier is less likely to make quality efforts and also
make less efforts even if he does (qR� � qc). As a result,
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buyer cannot obtain the first-best profit, that is,
PR� �Vc.

3.3. Decentralized System Under QP
In the decentralized system when buyer takes QP
strategy, supplier first promises to the buyer his
penalty cost sharing plan and his quality improve-
ment plan {k, q}. Buyer, who will later verify
supplier’s improved quality, accepts supplier’s offer
only if her profit is at least her bottom-line . Hence,
given supplier’s decisions {k,q}, his profit is
pPðq; �Þ ¼ Dw� �sDð1� qÞ � CðqÞ, and buyer’s profit
isPP ¼ Dðr � wÞ � ð1� �ÞsDð1� qÞ � K.
Supplier solves his optimal decisions f�P�; qP�g

based on the following optimization problem

max
fq;�g

pPðq; �Þ

s:t: PP �P:
ð2Þ

To avoid trivial cases again, we assume
P�Dðr � wÞ � sDð1� qcÞ � K. Otherwise the sup-
plier can simply push the buyer to bear all penalty
cost, that is, k = 0. Based on the solution to (2), we
know that buyer will obtain her bottom-line profit P.
Therefore, the higher is, the higher profit buyer can
obtain, as long as that leaves the supplier a profit no
lower than his bottom-line, p. Let PP� denote the
highest profit buyer can obtain under QP. We know
that is obtained when supplier obtains p only.
Similar to QR, define the quality threshold under

QP as q̂Pð��ðqÞÞ which solves dpRðq;��ðqÞÞ
dq ¼ 0 (if there is

no solution, let q̂Pð��ðqÞÞ ¼ q0). ��ðqÞ denotes the sup-
plier’s optimal choice of penalty cost sharing plan,
solved from problem (2) given the supplier’s quality
improvement decision q. The following proposition
presents the equilibrium solution.

PROPOSITION 3. Under QP, q̂Pð��ðqÞÞ ¼ q̂ and a
unique equilibrium solution f�P�; qP�g exists. Specifi-
cally, qP� ¼ qc and �P� solves PP ¼ P. Further,
PP� ¼ Vc � K.

Proposition 3 indicates that under QP, the equilib-
rium quality level is the same as that under the cen-
tralized system, that is, supplier has the full incentive
to improve quality to the first-best level! This is
because as the first mover, supplier’s optimal strategy
is to maximize system profit (by improving quality),
and then give the buyer her bottom-line profit. By
conveying a higher expectation of bottom-line profit,
buyer can obtain a higher profit. Thus, buyer’s highest
profit under QP is PP� ¼ Vc � K (the first-best profit
less the quality verification cost), obtained when the
system profit is maximized and buyer provides a

bottom-line profit that leaves the supplier with p only.
In short, a higher system profit allows buyer to
achieve a higher profit as well.

3.4. Which Strategy to Choose: QR or QP?
In this section, we compare QR and QP to find out (1)
which strategy better stimulates the supplier to
improve quality and (2) driver(s) of the buyer’s choice
between QR and QP, given that buyer makes her
choice based on her expected profit. The following
analytical result directly follows the analysis in sec-
tions 2 and 3.

COROLLARY 1. Comparing QR and QP:

• In terms of the quality improvement effort, supplier
is more likely to exert quality improvement effort
under QP and qP� ¼ qc � qR�.

• In terms of buyer’s profit, buyer prefers QR if
K�Vc �PR� and QP otherwise.

From the analysis in the previous sections, we see
that while QR limits the supplier’s efforts in quality
improvement, QP gives the supplier the same incen-
tive for quality improvement as in the centralized sys-
tem. Why is this and what essentially makes the
difference? The importance of the first-mover right is
that the first mover has the opportunity to obtain the
highest profit for himself/herself. This means two
things: to maximize the system profit (the whole pie)
and to push the other player to his/her bottom-line
profit. The way to maximize the whole pie in our con-
text is to increase the quality. Therefore, if the first
mover is also the one who makes quality improve-
ment (i.e., QP), quality will be improved to first-best
level. On the other hand, under QR, since buyer can
only induce supplier to make quality improvement
through the proportion of penalty cost sharing, sup-
plier does not have the incentive to improve quality
to first-best. This reveals the primary driver in the
buyer’s choice between QR and QP: give first-mover
right to the quality improving party, which leads to
higher system profit and hence higher profit for the
buyer. This shows an advantage of QP over QR. On
the other hand, compared to QR, where buyer con-
trols the supplier’s incentive for quality improvement
effort through requiring the penalty cost sharing plan
k, under QP, buyer loses direct control of quality and
has to pay K to verify supplier’s quality improvement
efforts. The second bullet of Proposition 1 gives the
tradeoff between the primary driver and the cost of
verification.
Above, we see that the primary driver for the

buyer’s choice between QR and QP is who makes
quality improvement. When supplier is the party
making quality improvement (the main case we study
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in this paper), giving up the first-mover right to the
supplier (QP) can potentially provide the buyer more
benefits if the quality verification cost is not too high.
When conducting similar analysis, we find similar
results hold when only buyer herself can make qual-
ity improvement and when both parties can improve
quality (dual-effort): the primary driver of the buyer’s
choice between QR and QP is who improves quality
in the single-effort scenario and who is more efficient
in quality improvement in the dual-effort scenario.
Considering also the required quality verification
cost, the following proposition summarizes the
results:

PROPOSITION 4. In the model consisting of one supplier
and one buyer:

• if the supplier improves quality alone (single-effort)
or if the supplier is more efficient (dual-effort), then
when K�Vc �PR�, QR is preferred; otherwise,
QP is preferred.

• if the buyer improves quality alone (single-effort) or
if the buyer is more efficient (dual-effort), then QR
is always preferred.

For easy of exposition, in the rest of the paper, we
still focus on the case when only supplier can
improve quality.

4. Basic Model with Asymmetric
Information

In the previous section, we have found that the pri-
mary driver of the buyer’s choice between QR and QP
is who can make quality efforts and/or the efficiency
in doing so. However, in reality, players’ efficiency in
quality improvement is often their private informa-
tion. Therefore, in this section, we consider the basic
model with information asymmetry where the sup-
plier’s quality improvement efficiency is his private
information. We investigate how information asym-
metry affects the buyer’s choice between QR and QP.
Let supplier’s cost for improving quality to q be

either high or low (CHðqÞ or CLðqÞ). Accordingly,
define the supplier to be low-cost type (or L-type, i.e.,
more efficient) when he pays a lower cost for the same
amount of quality improvement, for example, from q1
to q2 [ q1, that is, CLðq2Þ � CLðq1Þ\CHðq2Þ � CHðq1Þ.
While supplier knows his type, buyer only has a prior
estimation that the supplier has a probability of p to
be H-type and a probability of 1�p to be L-type. The
assumption that the information is of two types is
widely used in the extant literature in analyzing sys-
tems with asymmetric information (e.g., Baiman et al
2000, Chao et al. 2009, Lim 2001). Similar but more
involved analysis can be extended to n levels.

Naturally, as the less-informed party, the buyer’s
profit will be hurt by information asymmetry. How-
ever, it is not clear which strategy (QR or QP) may
lead to a lower loss in the buyer’s profit.
Similar to the basic model (section 3), we start

from the centralized system where there is no
information asymmetry. According to the supplier’s
two improvement cost types, we have two sets of
the first-best solutions: qcH and qcL, respectively.
Denote the buyer’s first-best profits under the two
types as Vc

H and Vc
L, respectively. Since the L-type

supplier pays less effort cost, he can improve qual-
ity to a higher level with the same cost which
results in a higher first-best profit, that is, qcH \ qcL
and Vc

H \Vc
L. Define the buyer’s first-best expected

profit as ~Vc ¼ pVc
H þ ð1� pÞVc

L under information
asymmetry. We use ~ to indicate the scenario with
asymmetric information.

4.1. Decentralized System Under QR – A
Screening Game
Under QR, since supplier has private information of
his own cost type, buyer would expect to infer more
information regarding his cost type from the sup-
plier’s actions. In fact, buyer may want to use a menu
of penalty cost sharing plans f�T;T ¼ H; Lg to screen
the supplier’s cost type based on the supplier’s
response. However, if the cost of screening the true
information is too high, the buyer may choose not to
screen the information (by offering a single plan
�H ¼ �L ¼ �). For the rest of the paper, we use T to
indicate the supplier’s type when it is a random vari-
able, and t as his true type, which is only known to
the supplier himself.
Given the buyer’s offer, f�T;T ¼ H; Lg, the t-type

supplier’s profit when he chooses the offer intended
for a type-T supplier (�T), ~pRt ðqj�TÞ, can be written as

~pRt ðqj�TÞ ¼ Dw� �TsDð1� qÞ � CtðqÞ:
The t-type supplier solves his best response to the
buyer’s offer, ~qR�t ð�TÞ; to maximize his profit
~pRt ðqj�TÞ. For brevity, we denote ~pR�t ðTÞ as the sup-
plier’s optimal profit when he is a t-type but has
taken a contract intended for a T-type. Accordingly,
anticipating the supplier’s best response, the buyer’s
profit, ~PR

t ðTÞ, is given as follows,

~PR
t ðTÞ ¼ Dðr � wÞ � ð1� �TÞsD 1� ~qR�t ð�TÞ

� �
:

Finally, the buyer will design her menu by mak-
ing sure she can screen the true cost types, that is, a
T-type supplier will only choose the contract
intended for a T-type supplier. Hence, she solves
the following optimization problem for her decision
f~�R�

T ;T ¼ H; Lg to maximize her expected profit
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E½ ~PR
TðTÞ� with the incentive compatibility con-

straints:

Maxf�H ;�LgE½ ~PR
TðTÞ�

s:t: ~qR�t ð�TÞ ¼ Argmax~pRt ðqj�TÞ;
~pR�T ðTÞ� p;T ¼ H; L;

~pR�H ðHÞ� ~pR�H ðLÞ;
~pR�L ðLÞ� ~pR�L ðHÞ:

ð3Þ

The last two constraints are the incentive compati-
bility constraints, which ensure the supplier chooses
the cost sharing plan according to his true type.
Denote the buyer’s optimal expected profit

obtained from problem (3) as ~PR�. Also denote �R�
T ,

PR�
T , and qR�T as buyer’s optimal cost sharing propor-

tion, buyer’s optimal profit, and supplier’s optimal
quality improvement plan for a T-type supplier,
respectively, which are solved from problem (1) in the
basic model when the supplier is T-type. Denote
~PR�
L ðHÞ as the buyer’s profit when the L-type supplier

accepts the H-type cost sharing plan �R�
H . The follow-

ing theorem presents the results.

PROPOSITION 5. Under QR with information asymmetry,
there exists a unique equilibrium solution,
f~�R�

t ; ~qR�t ; t ¼ H; Lg. Specifically,
• ~�R�

t ¼ �R�
H ; t ¼ H; L.

• ~qR�H ¼ qR�H and ~qR�L ¼ Argmaxq~pRL ðqj�R�
H Þ.

• ~PR� ¼ pPR�
H þ ð1� pÞ ~PR�

L ðHÞ\ pPR�
H

þð1� pÞPR�
L � ~Vc.

Proposition 5 indicates that with information asym-
metry, the buyer’s optimal strategy is to not screen
the supplier’s types and offer a single cost sharing
plan �R�

H (bullet 1). This is because when buyer offers
multiple k, the supplier will always choose the lowest
one. Thus, to ensure participation from supplier of
either type, she can only require the optimal k
intended for the H-type supplier (�R�

H ), which is lower
than that for the L-type supplier, that is, �R�

H \�R�
L .

This causes an extra loss in the buyer’s profit due to
information asymmetry: the buyer’s expected profit
with information asymmetry is less than what she can
obtain with common knowledge, which is already
less than the first-best expected profit (the last bullet
of Proposition 5).

4.2. Decentralized System Under QP – A
Signalling Game
Under QP, the supplier of either type, t, announces
his optimal offer f�t; qtg. Since supplier knows his
type, t, the buyer expects to infer more information
about the supplier’s cost type from his offer. In other
words, by viewing supplier’s offer, f�t; qtg, buyer

expects to update her belief of the supplier’s cost type.
Hence, under asymmetric information, QP is ana-
lyzed as a signalling game.
Define ~pð�t; qtÞ as the buyer’s updated belief of

the probability that the supplier is H-type after she
observes his offer, f�t; qtg. This updated belief ~p
must be consistent with the supplier’s equilibrium
decisions. Specifically, If the supplier makes differ-
ent offers when he is H-type and L-type, that is,
f�L; qLg 6¼ f�H; qHg, then by observing what the
supplier offers, the buyer is able to infer the sup-
plier’s cost type. Hence, we must have ~p ¼ 1 when
the buyer observes f�H; qHg and ~p ¼ 0 otherwise.
This is referred to as a separating equilibrium. If,
however, the supplier makes the same offers
regardless of his quality improvement cost type,
that is, f�L; qLg ¼ f�H; qHg, then the buyer cannot
infer any information from his offer about his type.
In this case, consistency calls for no change in the
buyer’s belief in the supplier’s cost type, that is,
~p ¼ p. This is referred to as a pooling equilibrium.
A belief structure that is consistent is referred to as
an equilibrium belief. The equilibrium of the sig-
naling game consists of the supplier’s offer
f�t; qt; t ¼ H; Lg and the equilibrium belief in the
suppliers’ cost types. To read more on pooling and
separating equilibrium, refer to Kreps (1990), Fu-
denburg and Tirole (1992), and Chen (2003).
Given t-type supplier’s offer f�t; qtg, buyer’s

profit is given by ~PPðtÞ ¼ Dðr � wÞ � ð1� �tÞ�
sDð1� qtÞ � K. The t-type supplier’s profit is
~pPð�t; qtÞ ¼ Dw� �tsDð1� qtÞ � CtðqtÞ. The supplier
aims to solve his optimal decision f~�P�

t ;~qP�t ; t ¼ H; Lg
for each cost type from the following optimization
problem:

max
f�t;qtg

~pPð�t; qtÞ

s:t: ~PPðtÞ�P:
ð4Þ

Define the buyer’s optimal expected profit as
~PP�,p ~PP�ðHÞ þ ð1� pÞ ~PP�ðLÞ, where ~PP�ðtÞ indi-
cates buyer’s profit under t-type supplier’s optimal
decision f~�P�

t ;~qP�t gwhich is solved from problem (4).

PROPOSITION 6. Under QP with information asymmetry,
there exists a unique separating equilibrium solution
f~�P�

t ;~qP�t g. Specifically, ~qP�t ¼ qct and ~�P�
t solves

~PPðtÞ ¼ P, ∀t = H,L. Further, ~PP� ¼ Vc
H � K\

~Vc � K.

Proposition 6 indicates that a separating equilib-
rium exists and under this equilibrium, similar to the
common knowledge case, supplier of each cost type
still has full incentive to improve quality to the first-
best level even under asymmetric information. How-
ever, to ensure participation, there is a loss in the
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buyer’s expected profit due to information asymme-
try: her highest expected profit is bounded by the
optimal profit obtained from a high-cost type (H-type)
supplier, Vc

H � K, which is lower than that from a
L-type supplier.

4.3 Which Strategy to Choose: QR or QP?
From the analysis in the previous sections, we already
know that with information asymmetry, buyer cannot
screen supplier’s cost types under QR, but can infer
this information under QP (because of the separating
equilibrium). So, from information acquisition point
of view, QP is better. Next, we compare QR and QP to
see which strategy encourages more quality improve-
ment effort and is better for the buyer from the
expected profit perspective.

COROLLARY 2. Comparing QR and QP with information
asymmetry:

• In terms of the quality improvement effort, the sup-
plier is more likely to exert quality improvement
under QP and ~qP�t ¼ qct [ ~qR�t .

• In terms of the buyer’s profit, buyer prefers QR if
ð1� pÞ ~PR�

L ðHÞ � ðVc
H � KÞ� �� pðVc

H � K �PR�
H Þ,

QP otherwise.

The above corollary shows that under information
asymmetry, the primary driver is still in effect: QP
still better motivates the supplier for quality improve-
ment. However, information asymmetry works in the
opposite direction from the primary driver: Although
buyer may acquire supplier’s information under QP
(but not under QR), the loss due to information
asymmetry under QP is larger than that under QR.
This is because under QP, the buyer’s highest profit is
always restricted by the first-best profit obtained from
a H-type supplier less the verification cost, that is,
~PP� ¼ Vc

H � K (Proposition 6). Therefore, the L-type
supplier’s higher efficiency does not benefit the
buyer at all. On the other hand, under QR, although

the buyer can only require �R�
H (in order to ensure

participation from both types of supplier), when the
supplier is a L-type, buyer still benefits from the
higher improved quality resulted from the supplier’s
higher efficiency. This leads to a profit higher than
what she can obtain from the H-type supplier under

QR with common knowledge, that is, ~PR�
L ðHÞ [ PR�

H .
This profit may be even higher than the first-best
profit obtained from a H-type supplier, that is,
~PR�
L ðHÞ [ Vc

H.
Hence, the final conclusion of which strategy brings

higher expected profit for the buyer depends on the
combination of these two forces, captured in the condi-
tion (5) ð1� pÞ ~PR�

L ðHÞ� ðVc
H �KÞ� ��pðVc

H �K�PR�
H Þ

in Corollary 2. The left hand side represents the

expected saving in the loss under QR due to informa-
tion asymmetry, which equals the savings (the
buyer’s maximal profit obtained under QR, ~PR�

L ðHÞ,
less her highest profit under QP, Vc

H �K) multiplied
by the probability when these savings happen (i.e.,
when the supplier is L-type). The right hand side is
the buyer’s expected benefit obtained under QP due
to the primary driver (which equals the buyer’s high-
est profit obtained from the H-type supplier under
QP, Vc

H �K, less her maximal profit under QR, PR�
H )

multiplied by the probability when this happens ( i.e.,
when the supplier is H-type). So, when the expected
saving in loss under QR (due to information asymme-
try) is higher than the expected benefit under QP (due
to the primary driver), QR is preferred; Otherwise,
QP is preferred.

5. Basic Model with Supplier
Competition

In section 4, we analyzed how the driving forces in
buyer’s choice between QR and QP change when
there is asymmetric information between the supplier
and the buyer. In this section, we consider how
another business feature—supplier competition—can
change/add the drivers of such decision. In this case,
competition forces the suppliers to provide the best
affordable offer to the buyer. To separate the effect of
asymmetric information, we consider supplier com-
petition with common knowledge in this section and
will combine with the impact of asymmetric informa-
tion to analyze their interactions in the next section.
All cost parameters remain the same. Two suppli-

ers, denoted as i, i = 1, 2, compete for the demand D.
The two suppliers have the same initial quality level
q0 but may be different in quality improvement cost
efficiencies. Denote supplier i’s cost of quality
improvement as CiðqiÞ, if supplier i improves his qual-
ity to qi. For simple exposition, we assume that both
suppliers’ have the same bottom-line profits (p). Simi-
lar results can be derived in the case where the two
suppliers’ bottom-line profits are different.
Note that in the decentralized system, each supplier

deals with the buyer separately, anticipating what the
other supplier will do. Hence, the corresponding
benchmark is the centralized system consisting of the
buyer and one supplier, which is already analyzed in
section 1. However, since the two suppliers may have
different quality improvement costs, there are two
centralized systems, each corresponding to a supplier.
Denote the first-best system profit and buyer’s profit
with supplier i as Wc

i and Vc
i ¼ Wc

i � p, respectively.
Comparing the first-best profits obtained from the two
suppliers, buyer’s potential maximal profit is
�Vc ¼ maxfVc

i ; i ¼ 1; 2g. We use � to indicate the
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scenario with supplier competition. It is easy to see
that the buyer can obtain a higher potential profit
from the more efficient supplier.

5.1. Decentralized System Under QR
Under QR, the buyer first offers the penalty cost shar-
ing plan �i to each supplier i. Each supplier i then
decides his quality improvement plan qi and whether
to accept the offer, based on which the buyer selects a
supplier.
Denote supplier i’s profit as �pRi ðqij�iÞ if he is

selected and buyer’s corresponding profit as �PRð�iÞ.
These profit functions are the same as those in the
basic model. The equilibrium solution is denoted as
f��R�

i ; �qR�i ; i ¼ 1; 2g. The buyer chooses the supplier
who can give her a higher profit. Hence, the buyer’s
optimal profit is �PR� ¼ maxf �PRð��R�

i Þ; i ¼ 1; 2g.
Using �R�

i ; qR�i and PR�
i to denote the equilibrium solu-

tion and the buyer’s corresponding optimal profit
with supplier i in the basic model (obtained in section
2), the following proposition summarizes the results.

PROPOSITION 7. Under QR with supplier competition,
there exists a unique equilibrium solution f ��R�

i ;�qR�i ;
i ¼ 1; 2g. Specifically, ��R�

i ¼ �R�
i and �qR�i ¼ qR�i . The

buyer’s optimal profit �PR� ¼ maxfPR�
i ; i ¼ 1; 2g.

Buyer chooses the more efficient supplier in quality
improvement, say i, and �PR� ¼ PR�

i �Vc
i ¼ �Vc.

Proposition 7 indicates that supplier competition
under common knowledge does not impact each
player’s decision or the buyer’s optimal profit under
QR. The equilibrium solution for each supplier i is the
same as that in the basic model. Based on each sup-
plier’s cost type, buyer requires the same k as in the
basic model and each supplier responds with the
same quality improvement plan according to his cost
type. The buyer chooses the more efficient supplier,
say i, and obtains a profit PR�

i that is lower than the
buyer’s first-best profit Vc

i with supplier i since QR
limits the supplier’s quality improvement incentives
as we discussed.

5.2. Decentralized System Under QP
Under QP, buyer gives up the first-mover right,
expecting suppliers to provide good offers to her due
to competition. Specifically, each supplier i announces
�i and his quality improvement plan qi, then buyer
selects a supplier based on their offers and later veri-
fies the selected supplier’s quality improvement plan
qi with an associated cost K. Denote supplier i’s profit
as �pPi ð�i; qiÞ if he is selected and the buyer’s corre-
sponding profit as �PPðiÞ. The buyer’s optimal profit is
�PP� ¼ maxf �PPðiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2g under the equilibrium
solution f��P�

i ;�qP�i ; i ¼ 1; 2g.

PROPOSITION 8. Under QP, there exists a unique equilib-
rium solution f ��P�

i ; �qP�i g. Specifically, �qP�i ¼ qci , ∀i. Fur-
ther, if supplier i is more efficient (hence Vc

i �Vc
j ),

��P�
j

solves �pjðqcj ; ��P�
j Þ ¼ p and ��P�

i solves �PPðiÞ ¼ Vc
j � K.

Buyer chooses the more efficient supplier, say i. In that
case, �PP� ¼ Vc

j � K�Vc
i � K ¼ �Vc � K.

From Proposition 8, we see that both suppliers
still have full incentives to improve quality to their
first-best level, but due to different reasons. For
the less efficient supplier, say j, to get a chance to
win the competition, he has to give the buyer the
best affordable offer. Therefore, he makes his offer
to maximize the buyer’s profit while only obtain-
ing bottom-line profit (p) himself, a fixed amount.
This makes his objective aligned with the system
profit. For the more efficient supplier i, however,
anticipating the competitor’s (supplier j’s) offer, he
only needs to make an offer ensuring buyer a
profit slightly higher than what she would achieve
from supplier j. Hence, knowing supplier j’s best
offer (due to common knowledge), i’s objective is
to maximize his own profit (by maximizing the
system profit and guaranteeing a fixed profit for
the buyer that is e higher than the other supplier’s
best offer), which is also aligned with the system
profit.
From the above analysis, we see that different

from QR, supplier competition leads to both a benefit
and a loss in the buyer’s profit under QP. On the one
hand, competition forces the less efficient supplier
(say j) to provide his best affordable offer, which
means the buyer can obtain the first-best profit from
him less the verification cost, that is, Vc

j � K (a bene-
fit); on the other hand, the more efficient supplier i
will not provide his best affordable offer, but an offer
slightly better than supplier j’s to win the competi-
tion. Hence, although the more efficient supplier is
chosen, the buyer will only obtain a profit that is e
higher than what she obtains from the less efficient
supplier (a loss).

5.3 Which Strategy to Choose: QR or QP?
Based on the analysis, we see that when there is
competition, the primary driver in the basic model
still exists, that is, suppliers have full incentives for
quality improvement under QP, but not under QR.
However, supplier competition also provides an
opposite driving force: competition leads to a loss
under QP: a L-type supplier will only provide an
offer that is e better than the best affordable offer
from a H-type supplier. Thus, whether the buyer
should choose QR or QP depends on the combina-
tion of these two forces. The following corollary
presents the results.
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COROLLARY 3. Under supplier competition, without loss
of generality, assuming supplier i is more efficient in
quality improvement:

• In terms of the final quality level, the suppliers are
more likely to improve quality under QP and
�qR�i � �qP�i ¼ qci , �q

R�
j ��qP�j ¼ qcj .

• In terms of the buyer’s profit, buyer prefers QR
when PR�

i �Vc
j � K and QP otherwise.

As mentioned before, each supplier has full incen-
tive under QP but not under QR to improve quality to
the fist-best level. Hence, the final quality improved
by each supplier under QP is always higher than that
under QR.
In terms of the buyer’s profit, condition

PR�
i �Vc

j � K means Vc
i �PR�

i �Vc
i � ðVc

j � KÞ, which
captures the aforementioned two opposite forces
under competition. Specifically, the left hand side is
the loss under QR due to the primary driver, which
equals buyer’s first-best profit obtained from the more
efficient supplier i, Vc

i , less what the buyer obtains
from him under QR, PR�

i . The right hand side is the
loss under QP due to competition, which equals the
first-best profit obtained from supplier i, Vc

i , less what
the buyer obtains from him under QP, Vc

j � K. There-
fore, buyer chooses QR if and only if the loss is less
than that under QP.
Note that the loss under QP depends largely on the

difference between the suppliers. So, when the two
suppliers are similar in quality improvement effi-
ciency, the additional driver of competition has little
negative impact. Hence, QP is likely better for buyer
in that case.

6. Hybrid Model with Information
Asymmetry and Supplier
Competition

In the previous two sections, we separately analyzed
the impact of asymmetric information and supplier
competition on the buyer’s choice between QR and
QP. In this section, we analyze their interactions by
considering the hybrid case where there are both infor-
mation asymmetry and supplier competition.
We assume each supplier i has a probability of pi

for being aH-type and 1� pi for being a L-type, which
is common knowledge to all players. But only the
supplier himself knows his true cost type. pi may be
different for different suppliers, with a higher pi indi-
cating a higher expected quality improvement cost or
lower expected quality improvement efficiency.
Again, the two types of quality improvement costs

correspond to two sets of centralized cases. Define the
buyer’s first-best expected profit under the hybrid case
as �~V

c
(Note that�~indicates the case with both supplier

competition and asymmetric information), which
equals Vc

H when both suppliers are H-type and equals
Vc

L otherwise. Hence, �~V
c ¼ p1p2V

c
H þ ð1� p1p2ÞVc

L.

6.1. Decentralized System Under QR
Recall that in the single-supplier case with informa-
tion asymmetry, buyer cannot use a menu of cost
sharing plans to screen the supplier’s cost types under
QR. The question is: Can buyer use a menu to screen
suppliers’ information under supplier competition?
We explore this next.
In order to screen suppliers’ cost types, let’s assume

buyer may offer a menu of cost sharing proportions
intended for each supplier (i) of different cost types:
f�iT;T ¼ H; Lg. Each supplier i of either cost type t
decides (1) whether and which contract (cost sharing
proportion) in the menu to choose, and (2) potential
quality improvement in order to maximize his
expected profit. Denote t-type supplier i’s profit as
�~pRitðqij�iTÞ when he chooses the contract intended for

type T, �iT. The buyer’s profit in this case is �~P
R

t ðTÞ.
Further, denote �~qR�it ð�iTÞ as t-type supplier i’s best

response to �iT. The buyer’s optimal expected profit

under QR is denoted as �~P
R�
.

Recall f�R�
t ; qR�t ; t ¼ H; Lg and PR�

t are the equilib-
rium solution and the buyer’s optimal profit in the
basic model when supplier is t-type. We suppress
the subscript i for supplier i since both suppliers
have the same equilibrium strategies for each cost
type. Similar to the single-supplier model with infor-
mation asymmetry, we denote �~pR�t ðTÞ ( �~PR�

t ðTÞ) as the
t-type supplier’s (buyer’s) optimal profit under the
cost sharing plan �R�

T intended for a T-type supplier.
The following theorem demonstrates the buyer’s
strategy under QR in the hybrid model.

THEOREM 1. Under QR in the hybrid model:

• If condition (5) is satisfied,

�~pR�L ðHÞ� ð1þ 1

pi
Þp; i ¼ 1; 2; ð5Þ

then buyer can use menu A ¼ f�R�
H ; �R�

L g to completely
screen both suppliers’ cost types with no cost, where
�R�
T ;T ¼ H;L correspond to the equilibrium cost sharing

proportions in the basic model. In this case, when two
suppliers’ choices are different, buyer selects the L-type
supplier; in case of a tie, buyer randomly chooses a sup-
plier.

• If condition (5) is not satisfied, buyer can still use
different menus to screen the suppliers’ quality
improvement cost type, but has to pay a cost (infor-
mation rent). Specifically, suppose pi � pj (i.e., on
average supplier i is more efficient in quality
improvement):
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• If condition (6) is satisfied,

pið1� pjÞ �~P
R�
L ð�~�R

L Þ � �~P
R�
L ðHÞ

� �

�ð1� piÞ �~P
R�
L ðLÞ � �~P

R�
L ð�~�R

L Þ
� �

;
ð6Þ

then buyer offers menu B ¼ f�R�
H ;

�~�
R

Lg, where �~�
R

L ��R�
L

solves �~pRiLð�~qR�it ð�~�
R

L Þj�~�
R

L Þ ¼ pj
1þ pj

�~pR�L ðHÞ. In this case, when

two suppliers’ choices are different, buyer selects the L-
type supplier; in case of a tie, buyer randomly chooses a
supplier.

• If Equation (6) is not satisfied, then buyer should
offer menu A to supplier i and offer a single-con-
tract menu C ¼ f�R�

H g to supplier j. In this case,
buyer selects supplier i if he chooses L-type cost
sharing plan and selects supplier j otherwise.

• Finally, �~P
R� � �~V

c
.

Interestingly, buyer can screen the suppliers’ cost
types without any cost under condition (5). If condi-
tion (5) is not satisfied, buyer has to pay information
rent when screening the suppliers’ types, that is,
�~P
R�
L ð�~�R

L Þ\PR�
L . Specifically, when information

screening is too expensive (i.e., when condition (6) is
not satisfied), it is more beneficial for the buyer not to
completely but partially screen suppliers’ types by
offering a two-plan menu to the supplier who is more
likely to be a L-type (i.e., supplier i with pi � pj) and

only one plan to the other supplier with no intention
to screen his type. This “partial screening” strategy
helps the buyer to avoid the exorbitant information
screening cost. In addition, condition (5) is more easily

satisfied when
�~pR�L ðHÞ

p is small (a L-type supplier does

not gain much by pretending to be a H-type) or pi
(i = 1,2) is low (both suppliers’ quality improvement
costs are more likely to be low), both of which result
in more intense competition. Finally, the last bullet of
Theorem 1 indicates that even with no information
rent, buyer still obtains an expected profit lower than
the first-best expected profit, since again, QR limits the
supplier’s incentive for quality improvement.
Compared with the basic model with supplier com-

petition only (where buyer’s profit is not impacted),
under QR, information asymmetry leads to a potential
loss to the buyer (i.e., information rent when condi-
tion (5) is not satisfied). On the other hand, compared
with the basic model with asymmetric information
only (where no screening can be achieved), under QR,
supplier competition helps the buyer to screen the
suppliers’ cost types.

6.2. Decentralized System Under QP
Recall that under QP with asymmetric information
but no supplier competition, there is always a separat-

ing equilibrium and information asymmetry always
leads to a loss to the buyer’s profit. In this section, we
see how supplier competition may affect the results.
Denote supplier i’s offer as f�it; qitg when he is t-

type. We use �~pPitð�it; qitÞ and �~P
PðtÞ to denote t-type

supplier i’s profit and the buyer’s corresponding
profit when she selects t-type supplier i. Buyer selects
the supplier who is more beneficial to her and verifies
the selected supplier’s improved quality qit.
Let �~pP�L ðHÞ be the L-type supplier’s optimal profit

when he chooses not to compete with a L-type sup-
plier (hence he makes an offer that only wins if facing

aH-type competitor who would offer f�P�
H ; qcHg, where

�P�
H solves �~pPiHð�iH; qcHÞ ¼ p (see appendix S14 for

more details)). Let �~P
P�

be the buyer’s optimal
expected profit under QP in the hybrid model.

THEOREM 2. Under QP in the hybrid model, there exists
a unique separating equilibrium of players’ strategy if
and only if condition (7) is satisfied:

�~pP�L ðHÞ� 1

2
ð1þ 1

pi
Þp; i ¼ 1; 2: ð7Þ

At this equilibrium, each supplier makes an offer of
f�P�

t ; qct ; t ¼ H; Lg according to his true cost type, where
�P�
t solves �~pPitð�it; qctÞ ¼ p. Hence, buyer obtains the

suppliers’ information without any cost. After receiving
suppliers’ offers, buyer chooses the supplier with an offer
for a lower cost type. In case of a tie, buyer randomly
chooses a supplier. Buyer obtains the first-best expected
profit, that is, �~P

P� ¼ �~V
c � K.

Theorem 2 indicates that under QP, players’ only
possible equilibrium strategy is a separating equilib-
rium, obtained under condition (7). At this equilib-
rium, each supplier voluntarily makes his best
affordable offer according to his true cost type. There-
fore, due to competition, buyer finds suppliers’ pri-
vate cost type information with no cost and also
obtains the first-best expected profit less the verification

cost �~V
c � K. Suppliers also have the same full incen-

tive for quality improvement as under centralized
case. On the other hand, when condition (7) is not
satisfied, there does not exist any equilibrium strat-
egy, that is, suppliers’ actions are unpredictable. We
say QP is not applicable in that case.

Rewrite condition (7) as
�~pP�L ðHÞ

p � 1
2 ð1 þ 1

pi
Þ; i ¼ 1; 2.

We can see that condition (7) is more easily satisfied

when
�~pP�L ðHÞ

p is small (a L-type supplier does not gain

much by pretending to be a H-type) or pi (i = 1,2) is
low (suppliers’ quality improvement costs are more
likely to be low), both of which result in more intense
competition.
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Compared with the basic model with information
asymmetry only, similar to QR, supplier competition
benefits buyer, who can successfully separate the sup-
pliers’ cost types with no cost and obtain the optimal
profit (first-best expected profit less the verification cost)
when competition is sufficiently intense (i.e., condition
(7) is satisfied). Supplier competition drives out pool-
ing equilibrium, but also leads to an unpredictable sit-
uation when competition is not sufficiently intense.
Compared with the basic model with supplier com-

petition only, we notice a very interesting phenome-
non: information asymmetry can benefit the buyer
under QP when competition is sufficiently intense!
This is in contrast to the QR case where information
asymmetry always leads to a loss to the buyer. This is
caused by the switch of first-mover right: keeping the
first-mover right (QR) forces the buyer to make qual-
ity requirement decision facing information asymme-
try (which hurts the buyer), while giving up the first-
mover right (QP) forces the suppliers (instead of the
buyer) to deal with information asymmetry between
the suppliers when they have to make offers of their
promises anticipate what the other supplier will do
(which benefits the buyer).

6.3. Which Strategy to Choose: QR or QP?
In this section, we compare final quality levels and
buyer’s profits under QR and QP in the hybrid model.
Specifically, in terms of final quality levels, whenever
QP is applicable, it better motivates suppliers (of
either cost type) to improve quality to the first-best
levels. In terms of buyer’s profit, we summarize the
following three key drivers for the buyer’s choice
between QR and QP in the hybrid model.

• The primary driver, that is, who makes the
quality improvement, is the common driver
across all models we have considered: under
QP the supplier has full incentive for quality
improvement, hence the system profit is maxi-
mized. This driver gives the buyer the poten-
tial to obtain higher profit under QP.

• Information asymmetry: In the presence of
competition, this driver hurts the buyer under
QR but benefits the buyer under QP when
competition is sufficiently intense. Interest-
ingly, this is different from the case where
there is no competition, where information
asymmetry always leads to loss in the buyer’s
profit under both QR and QP. This difference
is due to supplier competition: when there is
sufficiently intense competition, giving up
first-mover right (adopting QP) allows the
buyer to shift her responsibility of dealing with
information asymmetry to suppliers as they
have to estimate what their competitor will do

in making their offers to the buyer (note buyer
does not have to make a decision until receiv-
ing these offers). Thus, giving the first-mover
right to suppliers (QP) changes the structure of
information asymmetry hence changes the
impacts of the driver.

• Supplier competition: In the presence of infor-
mation asymmetry, this driver benefits the
buyer under both QR and QP when competi-
tion is sufficiently intense. When competition is
not intense, however, buyer’s benefits from
supplier competition under both strategies are
limited: buyer has to pay information rent
under QR and players’ actions are unpredict-
able under QP (no equilibrium). The impact of
supplier competition in the presence of infor-
mation asymmetry is different from that with-
out information asymmetry, where competition
has no impact under QR but leads to a loss in
buyer’s profit under QP (the more efficient
supplier only makes an offer that is slightly
better than that from the less efficient supplier).

Buyer’s final choice between QR and QP depends
on the combined impacts of the three drivers. Interest-
ingly, although the three drivers intermingle with
each other, buyer’s choice between QR and QP in the
hybrid model turns out to be simple: When competi-
tion is sufficiently intense, that is, condition (7) is
satisfied, buyer pays no information rent and obtains
the first-best expected profit less the verification cost

under QP, �~V
c � K. Therefore, as long as K is suffi-

ciently small, that is, K� �~V
c � �~P

R�
, QP is preferred;

otherwise, QR is preferred. However, when competi-
tion is not sufficiently intense, that is, condition (7) is
not satisfied, QR is the only applicable strategy left for
the buyer.

7. Extension: Including Wholesale
Price as a Decision

In the previous sections, we consider the case where
wholesale price is fixed (dictated by the buyer or set
by the market) and players use the penalty cost shar-
ing in negotiation. In reality, it is also possible that
players negotiate on both the penalty cost sharing and
the wholesale price, for example, supplier bearing a
higher proportion of penalty cost may justify a higher
wholesale price w. This is what we study in this sec-
tion. In this case, under QP, supplier(s) offer the pair
of wholesale price and the penalty cost sharing plan
{w, k} and under QR, buyer require {w, k}. Without
loss of generality, we assume there is a range of feasi-
ble wholesale prices, [w, w], acceptable to both par-
ties. Similar to the case where w is fixed, we assume
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that for any w 2 [w, w], the supplier’s bottom-line
profit p and the buyer’s bottom-line profit satisfy
p�Dw � sDð1� qcÞ � CðqcÞ and P�Dðr � wÞ � sD
ð1� qcÞ � K respectively to avoid trivial cases. We
focus on how this new addition of w impacts the com-
parison between QP and QR under each of the models
we considered before.
Basic Model In the basic model, using the same

methodology of analysis for the two strategies QP
and QR, we obtained the following results.

PROPOSITION 9. In the basic model:

• Under QR, buyer chooses wR� ¼ w and �R� that
solves pR� ¼ p. Supplier’s quality improvement
plan qR� � qc. In addition, PR� �Vc.

• Under QP, qP� ¼ qc. Supplier provides any
fwP�; �P�g to the buyer, where wP� 2 ½w;w� and
�P�ðwP�Þ solves PP ¼ P. In addition,
PP� ¼ Vc � K.

• When K�Vc �PR�, buyer prefers QR; otherwise,
she prefers QP.

Proposition 9 indicates that when adding w as a
decision, the primary driver still resides, that is, QP
gives the supplier full incentive to improve quality to
the first-best level, while QR limits supplier’s incen-
tive for quality improvement. Thus, when the verifi-
cation cost required for QP is not too high, she prefers
QP; otherwise, she prefers QR. Proposition 9 also
indicates the impacts of adding w as a decision on QP
and QR. Specifically, under QP, supplier can choose
any w from the feasible range with a corresponding
�P�ðwÞ to ensure the buyer obtain her expected bot-
tom-line profit. Notice that while the payment related
to wholesale price, Dw, is deterministic, the shared
penalty cost related to k is uncertain due to the uncer-
tain conforming rate. Therefore, under QP, through
the offers fwP�; �P�g provided by the supplier, buyer
can trade off between a known payment now and an
uncertain payment in the future. In contrast, under
QR, to maximize her own profit, buyer has to induce
the supplier to exert quality improvement efforts by
letting him bear the highest possible proportion of
penalty cost (k), while still ensuring the supplier gets
his bottom-line profit. Since the buyer can require the
highest k only by choosing the highest wholesale
price, he is left with only one choice of the pair, {w,k}.
Hence, QP provides the buyer much more flexibility
in terms of her choices of parameters.
Basic Model with Information Asymmetry When there

is information asymmetry in the basic model, supplier
decides fwt; �tg in the signaling game under QP, and
buyer uses fwt; �tg to screen supplier’s private cost
type information under QR, where t = H,L. The
following proposition summarizes the results:

PROPOSITION 10. In the basic model with asymmetric
information:

• Under QP, ~qP�t ¼ qct . The supplier provides any
f~wP�

t ; ~�P�
t g to the buyer, where ~wP�

t 2 ½w;w� and
~�P�
t ð~wP�

t Þ solves ~PPðtÞ ¼ P, ∀t = H,L. In addi-
tion, ~PP� ¼ Vc

H � K\ ~Vc � K.

• Under QR, buyer screens the supplier with the

following menu of f ~wt
R�; ~�R�

t g: ~wR�
H ¼ 1

D ðp� ~�R�
H

sDð1� ~qR�H ðHÞÞ � Cð~qR�H ðHÞÞ, ~wR�
L ¼ ~wR�

H � 1
D ð�R�

H

sDð1� ~qR�L ðHÞÞ þ Cð~qR�L ðHÞÞÞ þ 1
D ð�R�

L sDð1� ~qR�L
ðLÞÞ þ Cð~qR�L ðLÞÞÞ, and f ~�R�

H ; ~�R�
L g maximizes

~PR� ¼ p ~PR�
H ðHÞ þ ð1� pÞ ~PR�

L ðLÞ. In addition,
~PR� �Vc.

• When K�Vc
H � ~PR�, buyer prefers QR; otherwise,

she prefers QP.

Proposition 10 indicates little difference under QP
when there is information asymmetry with w as the
additional decision: Buyer suffers the same loss
because of information asymmetry as under a fixed w,
that is, she only obtains the optimal profit for the
H-type supplier, Vc

H � K. In addition, buyer still
enjoys the flexibility to trade off between a determin-
istic payment now and an uncertain payment in the
future under QP, with w as a decision variable. On the
other hand, under QR, the additional decision on w
makes a big difference: it enables the buyer to
screen the suppliers’ information, using a menu of
f ~wt

R�; ~�R�
t g (recall that buyer cannot screen the

supplier’s cost types under QR with fixed w). Thus,
the information rent under QR is reduced.
Basic Model with Supplier Competition Compared to

the basic model, we do not obtain new insights with
supplier competition, when adding wholesale price
as a new variable.
Hybrid Model with Information Asymmetry and Sup-

plier Competition Adding wholesale price as a variable
in the hybrid model under QP does not generate new
insights in addition to those of the basic model: Under
the same condition (7), each supplier will truthfully
provide his best offer to the buyer according to his
true type. Further, adding w as a decision, buyer has
the flexibility to trade off between a known payment
now and an uncertain payment in the future. How-
ever, under QR, although buyer can obtain the opti-
mal profit and screen the suppliers’ cost types
without any cost when she chooses the highest possi-
ble wholesale price under the same condition (5) as in
the fixed-w case, differently, when condition (5) is not
satisfied, buyer has to pay information rent to screen
the suppliers’ cost types. The optimal menu design
and how much information rent needs to be paid
under QR are more complicated: they not only
depend on the competition intensity and information
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asymmetry as shown in Theorem 1, but also on w as
shown in Proposition 10.
As mentioned, in the paper, we define quality as

conforming rate and use general functions for quality
improvement cost in order to obtain insights of strate-
gies QP and QR which do not rely on specific function
forms. In Appendix S1, we study a special case where
we follow Porteus (1986) to obtain specific functions
for conforming rate and quality-related costs through
modeling of the production processes. These specific
function forms allow us to generate more detailed
results about the buyer’s optimal choice between QR
and QP under different cases, some of which are pre-
sentable in figure forms.

8. Conclusion

In this article, we study the first-mover advantage in
quality contracting and quality-based supplier selec-
tion with quality improvement opportunity. We
explore two different strategies from the buyer’s per-
spective: quality requirement strategy (QR), in which
the buyer moves first by posting quality requirements
to the supplier(s), and quality promise strategy (QP),
in which the buyer foregoes her first-mover right to
supplier(s) and requests him (them) to provide qual-
ity promises and then responds to his (their) offer(s).
We investigate which strategy induces higher quality
improvement effort from the supplier(s) and find key
drivers in the buyer’s choice between these two strate-
gies when decisions are made based upon her
expected profit. We start from a basic model with a
single supplier, and then gradually add in other busi-
ness features (e.g., supplier competition, asymmetric
information of the supplier’s quality improvement
cost) and study how these features affect the buyer’s
choice of strategy. We study both the case when
wholesale price is fixed and the case when wholesale
price is an additional variable (negotiating tool) used
by buyer and supplier(s) in quality contracting. We
believe this paper not only address a pertinent ques-
tion, but also enriches the limited literature on quality
contracting with consideration of quality improve-
ment and asymmetric information. The perspective
on first-mover right in quality contracting is also
unique. Based on our analysis, we obtain the follow-
ing managerial insights in terms of buyer’s choice
between QP and QR, with the italicized portion as the
essential decisions for the buyer:

• The primary driver of the buyer’s choice
between QR and QP is who can improve qual-
ity and who can improve quality more effi-
ciently (when both buyer and supplier can
make quality efforts). The benefit of moving
first is to obtain the highest profit by maximiz-

ing the system profit while ensuring the other
player the bottom-line profit. In the quality
contracting context, improving quality maxi-
mizes system profit. Hence, given supplier is
the party making quality improvement (the
case we focus on), letting supplier move first
(QP) gives supplier full incentives for quality
improvement and potentially higher profit for
the buyer, while keeping first-mover right to
the buyer (QR) limits supplier’s incentive for
quality improvement. On the other hand,
buyer needs to verify supplier’s promised
quality under QP but does not need to do so
under QR because buyer controls supplier’s
quality through the required penalty sharing
proportion. In summary, in the basic model with a
single supplier, buyer prefers QP if the quality veri-
fication cost is sufficiently small, and QR otherwise
(condition provided in the paper).

• Supplier competition. While competition does
not affect buyer’s optimal profit under QR, it
limits buyer’s potential profit under QP—the
more efficient supplier will only make an offer
to slightly beat the less efficient supplier if
knowing his opponent is less efficient. There-
fore, when there is supplier competition but com-
mon knowledge of quality improvement efficiency,
QR is likely better to the buyer unless suppliers are
similar in quality improvement efficiency (competi-
tion is tense).

• Information asymmetry. Information asymmetry
of supplier’s quality improvement cost leads
to loss in buyer’s profit under both strategies,
but the loss under QR is smaller than that
under QP. This puts QR above QP for the
buyer, an opposite driving force to the pri-
mary driver. Therefore, buyer’s choice of strategy
depends on the combination of these two driving
forces (primary and information asymmetry). Con-
ditions on when QR or QP is preferred are pro-
vided in the paper.

• Information asymmetry and supplier competition.
Keeping or giving up the first-mover right changes
the structure of information asymmetry (details
below). Considering this impact, if competition is
sufficiently high (threshold value provided in
paper), QP is preferred by the buyer unless quality
verification cost is too high; Otherwise, QR is pre-
ferred since suppliers’ actions are unpredictable
under QP. The following insights are also interest-
ing:

• Interactions between asymmetric information and
supplier competition. While information asym-
metry always leads to a loss in buyer’s profit
under both QR and QP when there is no com-
petition, with supplier competition, information
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asymmetry in fact benefits the buyer under QP
if competition is sufficiently highly although it
still hurts the buyer under QR! This is because,
giving up first-mover right (adopting QP) shifts
the buyer’s responsibility of dealing with
information asymmetry to suppliers as suppli-
ers have to estimate what their competitor will
do in offering their promises to the buyer
(buyer does not have to make a decision until
receiving these offers). Thus, giving up the
first-mover right to suppliers (QP) changes the
structure of information asymmetry hence changes
the impact of information asymmetry.

• Information acquisition. When there is both
information asymmetry and supplier competi-
tion, while buyer can at least partially screen
the suppliers’ cost information through menus
of different contracts under QR (we character-
ize conditions when buyer pays no information
rent, and when “partial screening” is better/
worse than “complete screening”), buyer can
only find suppliers’ information through a sep-
arating equilibrium under QP when competi-
tion is sufficiently intense.

• In terms of final improved quality, in all mod-
els, QP always motivates supplier(s) to
improve quality to the first-best level, while
QR limits the suppliers’ incentive for quality
improvement.

• The above results are obtained for fixed
wholesale price, w. When w is included as an
additional variable in quality contracting, it
affects QP and QR differently and the impacts
are also different with and without information
asymmetry:

• Under common knowledge, adding wholesale
price as a decision under QP brings buyer the
flexibility to trade off between a deterministic
payment now on every unit (related to w) and
an uncertain payment in the future on defec-
tive units only (related to k). However, QR
does not provide this flexibility to the buyer.
This is because under QP buyer can choose
any wholesale price from the feasible range
with an associated penalty sharing proportion,
k, since supplier is already motivated to
improve quality to the first-best level. Under
QR, however, buyer has to choose the highest
wholesale price to force the highest sharing
penalty proportion on supplier to induce her
to improve quality so that she could poten-
tially get the highest profit.

• Under information asymmetry, adding whole-
sale price as a decision gives the buyer more
power to screen information to reduce infor-
mation rent under QR but not under QP.
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Note

1We assume perfect verification, that is, buyer knows q
precisely from verification. Further, previous literature has
shown the existence of truth-inducing verification mecha-
nisms, for example, Reinganum and Wilde (1985) and Bor-
der and Sobel (1987). To focus on first-mover right in
quality contracting, truth-inducing verification mechanism
design is out of the scope of this study. We simply assume
the supplier will truthfully reveal q under the verification
mechanism, as in Nikoofal and Gumus (2014).
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